
Three major pipeline companies—Enbridge, TransCanada,
and Kinder Morgan—are competing to provide  pipeline
capacity, both in Canada and the US. The object of Canada’s
push to export increasing amounts of tar sands bitumen via
British Columbia ports is to obtain higher international
prices—still some $16/barrel higher than central North
American prices. Market competition is then expected to
result in higher crude prices throughout North America.
It is increasingly apparent that, despite federal

government support, Enbridge’s Northern Gateway
shipping route will be delayed or blocked by the National
Energy Board, First Nations, deteriorating economics, or the

government’s inability to ensure safe tanker routes. 
Meanwhile, increased pipeline capacity (Keystone,

Seaway) will be built to serve US Gulf Coast ports, relieving
the Cushing, Oklahoma pipeline bottleneck and extending
export-equivalent crude pricing to the central US.
Tar sands bitumen can then be supplied to Eastern

Canada, at prices similar to current imports through the east
coast, through adaption of existing Enbridge  and
TransCanada pipelines.
Below is a possible timeline of events, mainly based on

statements made by the various players in this grand game. 
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May 19, 2012 First shipments of 150,000 bpd from Cushing to
the Gulf Coast via the reversed Seaway pipeline, which includes
distribution and dock facilities at Freeport and Texas City, Texas.
This may relieve some of the pressure on Cushing and make
cheaper crude available to Gulf Coast refineries, which have
heretofore been dependent on imported crude at world prices. The
effect on overall North American pricing remains to be seen.
June 4, 2012 National Energy Board starts hearings on possible
conversion from gas to oil of TransCanada’s main line from
Empress, Alberta to Ontario and Quebec. Capacity estimates
range from 300,000-800,000 bpd. No estimates of in-service
date.
October 2012Three justices retire from the Supreme Court of
Canada, to be replaced by appointments by the current
government (may have implications for future legal action).

November 6, 2012 US Presidential election: a Romney win
would guarantee early approval of the northern part of the
Keystone XL pipeline; an Obama win would probably also mean
approval, but it might take until January 2013.
January 2013 Possible end of Northern Gateway
environmental hearings. Federal government almost certainly
approves the pipeline; First Nations would probably commence
legal challenge.

March 2013 Seaway pipeline reversal reaches full capacity at
400,000 bpd from Cushing to Gulf Coast. 

May 13, 2013BC provincial election: if NDP wins, on a platform
of opposing Northern Gateway, expect an immediate move to
join First Nations in challenging the validity of the federal cabinet
decision.
October 2013 TransCanada’s southern Keystone segment in
service, further capacity from Cushing to Gulf Coast. 
Spring 2014 First Nations challenge to federal Northern
Gateway permit approval comes up in Supreme Court of Canada.
Challenge supported by BC government on several grounds,
including inadequate First Nations consultation and federal
government bias in shortening hearings retroactively and changing
law to pre-empt decision for cabinet. If nothing else, this provides
another six months delay of Northern Gateway. 
Meanwhile, crude prices settle at a price point between WTI

and Brent, with resultant increase in retail gasoline prices. Kinder
Morgan withdraws proposal, so there are no hearings. 
Mid 2014 Expansion of Enbridge’s Flanagan (near Chicago) to
Cushing pipeline in operation, capacity 585,000 bpd.
Late 2014 In-service estimated date for Enbridge’s reversal of its
Sarnia to Montreal Line 9 to move 240,000 bpd from west to
east (for which it was originally designed).
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